
 

Neuroscientist helping astronauts sleep better

July 29 2012, By Tom Avril

A new sunrise takes place every 90 minutes. Docking maneuvers
sometimes occur at odd hours. Then there's that feeling of apparent
weightlessness.

No wonder astronauts aboard the International Space Station can have a
hard time getting a good night's sleep.

Now, a neuroscientist at Thomas Jefferson University is among those
working on a solution: light.

George C. Brainard is advising NASA as it prepares to replace the aging
fluorescent lights on the station with high-tech LED fixtures. The lights,
which received the agency's go-ahead earlier this year, can be adjusted to
enhance or relax an astronaut's state of alertness at the appropriate time
of day.

The plan is the outgrowth of research by Brainard and others that has
established how light plays a powerful role in regulating our various
biological clocks. Changes in light exposure can affect sleep, digestion, 
cognitive performance and mood - a phenomenon known to people who
experience jet lag, night-shift work or the seasonal blahs associated with
the shorter days of winter.

Initially, NASA planned to replace the lights on the space station with
LED fixtures purely because they last much longer than fluorescents and
are energy efficient. But when Brainard heard about the plan, he and a
handful of other experts urged the agency to modify the specifications so
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that the lights could be a tool for maintaining astronaut health.

"Bud was instrumental" in making the case for the adjustable lights, said
NASA flight surgeon Smith Johnston, referring to Brainard by his
nickname.

Aboard the station, astronauts average as little as six hours of sleep
during a 24-hour period, even though they are allotted 8.5 hours,
Johnston said.

Sleep becomes even harder with disruptions, such as the occasional
emergency or a docking procedure that may require the crew to get up in
the middle of their sleep time. Some astronauts take short-acting 
sleeping pills, but the addition of adjustable lights will be welcome,
Johnston said.

"If you're chronically sleep-deprived, you don't perform as well," the
NASA physician said. "You're moody. You don't have as good coping
mechanisms."

It's a cause for concern during a six-month stay aboard the space station,
let alone for an eventual Mars mission that could last three years,
Brainard said.

"Every one of us has probably done an all-nighter or two in our lives,"
Brainard said. "You feel crummy the next day, but you bounce back.
And you also get your recovery sleep. They (the astronauts) are not
getting their recovery sleep. That's the problem. Day in, day out, they're
missing the ingredients for best health and best behavioral regulation."

The specs call for the new fixtures to fit precisely into the 7-by-26-inch
rectangular sockets now occupied by fluorescent bulbs, said Debbie
Sharp, a senior manager at Boeing, which is overseeing the project. The
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first of 100 new LED lamps will be delivered to NASA in mid-2015, she
said. A variety of tests are needed first, including an evaluation to ensure
that the lights can handle the rigors of space travel.

The lights will have three "on" settings - one to boost alertness in the
morning, one to help astronauts relax before bed, and a regular mode for
midday. All of them appear white, more or less, but the morning setting
is brighter and is "enriched" with cool, bluish tones, while the evening
setting is heavier on warmer, reddish hues.

Some of the science behind these color choices was conducted by
Brainard, a professor of neurology at Jefferson Medical College. He
discovered more than a decade ago that a specific shade of blue light was
most effective at tamping down the body's production of the hormone
melatonin, which helps regulate sleep.

His research continues, funded both by NASA and by the National
Space Biomedical Research Institute. To that end, Brainard hired a
carpenter to build replicas of the tiny sleeping quarters that crew
members use on the space station.

He hires research volunteers to spend hours at a time inside these
quarters, which are about the size of a closet, and tests their melatonin
levels after exposure to various hues of light.

Melatonin by itself is not a powerful sleep-inducer, contrary to what
some marketers suggest in ads. But it does play a role in regulating the
circadian rhythm. Echoing his original research, Brainard has found that
pure blue light is more effective than white at suppressing melatonin
levels.

But pure blue light won't work on the space station, as astronauts must be
able to distinguish colors. Performing an electrical repair, for example,
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they need to distinguish among different colors of wires, Brainard said.
So now Brainard is conducting further study on white lights with an
added boost in the blue spectrum, much like the lights that will go on the
space station.

Astronaut Mike Fincke, who has spent a total of 381 days aboard the
station, said he was looking forward to the new lights.

"It'll help us to maintain our rhythm so we can max-perform every day,"
said Fincke.

One reason it can be hard to sleep is pure excitement, fueled by the view
of Earth's blue sphere from 250 miles above, Fincke said.

Brainard said it wasn't just the excitement keeping Fincke awake, but the
sunlight reflected off the Earth's surface.

Though it is a challenge for some to get enough sleep on the station,
Fincke says he likes the floating sensation. And space holds one other
advantage over sleeping on the ground.

"I have three little kids at home," Fincke said. "I don't get much sleep."
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